VERNACULAR BUILDINGS RESEARCH
HENLEY ARCHAEOLOGICAL & HISTORICAL GROUP

Parish/County: Henley-on-Thames, Oxon
Street and House name: 14 & 14a Friday Street

Owners: 14, Friday Street
Festival Offices, Gill Mitchell
14 a, Mr. and Mrs. D. Hall
Recorder: Ruth Gibson, 9.6.08

Listing grade and entry text: Gd II; 14 A is called (Old Farm Cottage).
‘16/17th cent. and later, timber framed house (now 2 houses). Eastern part has jettied gable end
with timbering (close-studding) exposed. Two storeys and attic. NB: The Listing Entry
continues with the description of existing doors and windows – see attached copy.
Known History: The documented history of the building is connected with Brakspears and the
adjoining P.H. called the ‘Plough’ later the ‘Black Horse’ at No. 16. Their rent ledgers from
1796-98 show the house and malthouse next to the ‘Plough’ leased to Ralph Harris. A note says
‘sold to Mr. Barford in 1813 for £ 400’. The Sales Particulars describe the large malthouse with
5 malt lofts and kiln and also the passageway which was a right of way to the stables, a good
well and ¾ acre of garden. (see A Cottingham: ‘The Hostelries of Henley’).
The Tithe Returns Map from the Parish of Rotherfield Greys of 1844 shows a substantial house
fronting the street with large rear outbuildings. It was in the ownership of Hugh Barford. The
house was called a ‘tenement’ let to George Beck; whilst the rear buildings are described as a
’malthouse & garden’. Hugh Barford was a Henley maltster, also a magistrate and alderman of
the town and is known to have lived in Hart Street (1851 Census), which explains the subletting
of the residential part of No.14, but his own continued use of the maltings.

Front elevation of Nos 14 a (left) & 14 (right) Friday Street south
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The former large size of the house as shown on the Tithe Map is confirmed by the 1878 O.S.
map, which was drawn up before Queen Street was created in the early 1880s. Whilst the house
is now 27’9” long at the road frontage, the 1878 map shows a building measuring c. 58’. The
removal of over half of the building and its rear ranges, may explain the oddities of the present
building, as discussed below.
Map ref., date of 1st map, type of plot, position in street: Shown on the 1878 OS map as a
long building, running parallel to the street on the south side of Friday Street in the parish of
Rotherfield Greys. It was c. 58’ long, plus a narrow passageway on the east side; this still exists,
measuring 4’2”, located under the first floor of No. 16 Friday Street.
Behind No. 14a are two short timber framed rear ranges, constructed at right angles to the front
build. The central one is very short and two storeys high, the rear, longer one is of 1 ½ storeys.
Originally the building stood on a 230 feet long plot, a substantial part of which was occupied
by an 82 feet long outbuilding as well as other rear extensions, which must have served the
malting process referred to in 1844.
Type and use of building: Built as a dwelling, probably with business premises attached.
No 14a is still a dwelling whilst No. 14, the corner section, is used as offices. The 1901 Census
Returns indicate that the corner part was used as a grocer’s shop, run by Mary Gray, who later
married Arthur Holton. This is confirmed by locals’ memories of ‘Holton’s Grocery’, which still
existed in the 1940s after the Second World War. (H. Fisher, verbal information)
Description of elevations and construction ( materials, height, windows, doors, shop front)
This is a timber framed building with jettied first floor, underbuilt in brick and with a brick
corner section on the return to Queen Street. Its roof with central, 4-flue ridge stack runs parallel
to the street and approximately two bays of a formerly much larger house survive. The first floor
street frontage as well as the lower part of the east facing gable (visible in the passageway)
consists of close studded timber framing. The north gable projects over moulded jetty beams,
which diminish in length towards their western end, very likely a consequence of the major
alterations which were necessary when part of the building was demolished.
This may have involved the underbuilding with brickwork, which brought about a re-alignment
of the ground floor wall. Its 1st floor raised gable frontage, which through its size as well as the
close studding of its vertical timbers, is very impressive and was clearly built to impresss. It is
also a very unusual type of timber framed building in the Henley context, where neither large
raised gables nor close studding are traditional.

Moulded ends of jetty beams
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The first floor window arrangement within the raised gable is also impressive. There is a large
three-light window and two small three-light flanking windows, (now blocked) directly
adjoining each other with a further large two-light window adjoining on the west side. This is
probably a later insertion, as it lacks the horizontal timber below the window which
characterizes the original ones, but the earlier, larger house had very likely more of these
flanking windows creating a long run of glass across the façade. A sign of a wealthy owner, very
popular from the mid 16th to mid 17th centuries, or that the upper floor needed extra light for a
working use.
In some of the windows there is evidence of ovolo moulding for the original glazing bars,
although these are heavily weathered now in the front elevation. However, the ovolo moulding
also occurs in three windows in the east gable wall at ground and first floor levels. The first floor
window was later blocked by the construction of the adjoining No. 16, but the two ground floor
windows remain and give access to the passageway and preserve their ovolo mouldings well,
despite the main timbers there showing the effects of weathering over a long period of time. It
cannot be ruled out that the windows have been replaced sometime in the past. - The existence
of 3 windows in this gable confirms that this large house once stood in its own grounds without
an immediate neighbour on the east side.

North facing blocked flanking window in the Friday Street gable

Internal evidence
Cellar and Stairs : There are 2 brick built cellars under each property, brick walled with small
lamp or candle niches, very probably one cellar originally; both have a front access window at
pavement level. The internal access is through a modern trap door and stairs from the front
living room of No. 14a and via a companion ladder stair from the staircase well of No. 14. This,
as well as the dog-leg staircase with stick balusters above the cellar entrance probably date from
the rebuilding of the corner section of the house in the 1880s. – No. 14a has a modern circular
staircase, inserted in the late 20th century, when the house was subdivided into two units.
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Timber framed construction: The front room of No. 14a occupies one timber framed bay plus
a small part of a second bay to the west, the rest of which is now occupied by No. 14. It was
very probably formerly one large room consisting of two bays (or more), as there are no signs of
former wall studs in the transverse beam, which would have been necessary to divide the two
bays into two separate rooms. It would have been a large and impressive room, probably with
the fire place occupying the centre of the back wall. ( No sign of it now, but the stack remains)
Whilst most of the timber framing is exposed in No.14a at first floor and attic levels, very little
can be seen in No 14, as much would have been removed or concealed when the corner was
rebuilt after demolition of circa half the house. I shall therefore concentrate on the visible
framing of No 14a in this description of the timber framed building.
The ground floor ceiling timbers consist of an off centre transverse and an axial beam with
chamfers and stops. However, some alterations to the ceiling beams have taken place, as in the
rear part of the bay some of the ceiling joists are very narrow and sit above the original mortises
visible in two of the main beams. It looks as if two additional axial beams have been introduced,
supported by posts clearly made of second hand timbers, very possibly carried out during the
alterations which also saw the construction of the 20th century circular staircase in the main
living room.
There are two ovolo mullion windows in the east g.f. wall, one in the gable looking out into the
covered passageway, which runs under the first floor of No. 16; the second one is located in the
rear range just beyond the area of the covered passage.
The rear bay is also timber framed, but has been much altered at ground floor level, losing its
front and rear walls for the creation of the open-plan living room/kitchen and conservatory
extension. However, it preserves its early construction details on the first floor. Here the roof
structure is exposed and shows two sets of curved wind braces, from principal rafters to clasped
purlins, typical for buildings from the 15th century onwards, may be pre-dating the construction
of the front range. Different building dates of both ranges are also confirmed by the different
first floor levels.

Paired wind braces in the roof of the rear
range

Wind brace between purlin and principal
rafter in the north attic roof of the front range
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Between the front and the rear range there exists a short, half bay, also built at right angles to the
front part. This is two storeys high and its original purpose may have been that of a staircase
turret, which was often built as an addition at the back, thus not interfering with the limited
space inside the house. It now accommodates a bathroom at first floor level, whilst it forms part
of the open plan living room at ground floor level.
The front range has a first floor and an attic. At first floor level is the third, well preserved ovolo
mullion window in the east wall.

G.F. east facing 3-light ovolo mullion window
window

1st Floor blocked, 3-light ovolo mullion

The ceiling has wide transverse and axial beams, chamfered and with stops on both beams
where they meet, showing that this is part of the original construction and that the attic was
always used for accommodation.

Note the chamfers on both beams, which have lamb’s tongue stops where they meet
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The east gable is exposed in the attic and shows the queen strut construction from tie beam to
the lower collar and 4 further struts to a second collar, an unusual type of construction, probably
necessary for this tall roof.

The attic allows a glimpse of the main roof, as it projects into the space created by the large,
dormer. See below in the left hand picture the slanting principal rafter of the main roof on the
left with slightly projecting purlin below and the dormer roof rafters in the upper part.

The right hand picture shows the junction of the two purlins, that of the main roof on the right
supporting the purlin of the gable, both supporting the rafters of their differently aligned roofs.
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Discussion on development, possible building dates and Conclusion
This is a building of quality and clearly intended to impress. Before over half of it was
demolished to make way for the construction of Queen Street it must have dominated the
western part of Friday Street south. Originally it would have stood on a wider plot, as there is
clear evidence from the three windows in the east gable and east wall as well as the weathered
exterior of the close studded wall that it had no near neighbour for a long time, possibly for a
couple of centuries.
What remains are about one and a half bays of the timber framed building with the western brick
corner and rear range newly built in the late 19th century. This part also houses the late 19th
staircase, which would have served both parts of the house as would the central stack. Only
shallow, blocked fire places remain in the ground and first floor front rooms of No. 14.
The row of front windows, large three-mullion ones, with flanking, small windows in the front
elevation were fashionable from the mid 16th to the mid 17th century. In the 1560s they are found
in superior houses and by the end of the century were used in all houses regardless of status
(Linda Hall ‘ Period House Fixtures & Fittings’ p. 70).
Ovolo mouldings became popular in the second half of the 16th century and remained the
standard type throughout the 17th century (Linda Hall). Therefore, whilst one can say that the
house unlikely predates the mid 16th century, it could have been constructed up to the middle of
the 17th century or even later, as changes came slowly to small market towns. However, the
close-studding of the frame appears to belong to an earlier age, before timber became an
expensive commodity, as was the case in the later Tudor period.
Or perhaps this was not a consideration in a town, which exported timber in great quantities, a
well documented fact still throughout the 17th century. (See Inventory of George Cranfield,
Timber Merchant, who was worth £385 in 1667 and had timbers stored in 8 wharfs along the
Thames, including in two London ones, and the Jan Siberechts painting of c.1695, which shows
large timber stacks along the river just upstream from Friday Street.) Could the house possibly
have been built by a timber merchant, keen to advertise his trade in this way?
It is equally possible, that it was built by a maltster, one of the many in the town who became
wealthy in the pursuit of this lucrative trade. We don’t know, but it certainly was built by a wellto-do owner, not shy to show off his wealth and standing.

Letters or numbers
carved into a stud of
the north front of
No. 14 a Friday
Street; heavily
weathered, but they
may refer to the
construction of the
house and/or its
builder
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1878 OS Map of Henley, Friday Street prior to part of No 14 being removed when Queen
Street was laid out on its south side.

1844 Tithe Map. Top centre of map: No 507 is No.16 the Black Horse; Nos. 505 & 506 were a
Tenement, Malthouse and Gardens, now partly under the Queen Street entrance. Only Nos14 &
14a remain of the substantial house and outbuildings.
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